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WORDS OF OUR FOUNDER: IVAN BARNETT



Barnett’s series of images chronicle his journey through Patina’s hometown, the City of Santa Fe. Through his  
eyes, Barnett reflects on his Santa Fe during a pivotal year of difference. For you, we discover the collection in the 
words of our founder, as he recounts the story of his journey through Santa Fe and ultimately, the creation of  
his latest exhibition.

 

Ivan’s Story

My journey began in the summer of 1952, at the age of five. My parents had recently moved that year from 
Germantown, Pennsylvania to rural Delaware County, about 15 miles outside of Philadelphia. My father, Isa Barnett 
was a young, historical magazine illustrator, still moonlighting in the day as a sketch artist for N.W. Ayer & Son,  
a global ad agency that was based in Philadelphia.

Isa had a half-brother in the car business who in 1951 sold him a used woody Pontiac station wagon. This car would 
become our four wheel, “modern conestoga wagon”.  I became quite familiar with the wagon’s interior as we began 
our first journey that summer across the United States towards the southwest. Eventually, this would be the first  
of several trips to the southwest that we would make over the next three decades.

It was on this first trip to the southwest that I began to learn the art of seeing through my father’s eyes. Like so many 
artists of the time, Isa was drawn to the stories of his artist-friends, who filled his mind with lore of the west and 
especially of New Mexico. He was struck by New Mexico’s unique character, the Native and Hispanic cultures long 
preserved through the centuries and, of course, the iconic light that illuminates the land of enchantment to this day. 

On that first trek across the country, on route 66, I watched my father as he used a twin lens Rolleiflex camera with 
120mm film and a viewfinder that allowed him to compose with that distinct square formatting. Slowly, he’d weave 
and adjust his stance until he’d find the exact composition he wanted. At such a young age, I wasn’t putting too 

Seeing the City Different is an exhibition of fine art photography by the Gallery’s 
Co-founder & Creative Director, Ivan Barnett.

Barnett presents a series of images featuring the City of Santa Fe, captured from 
late 2020, into early 2021. Through his eyes, Barnett reflects on a distinct period 
in the city’s history, while reminiscing on his Santa Fe of then and now. In his both 
vivid and abstract visuals, Barnett takes us on a journey through a very personal 
and introspective lens. Tales of the city are propelled by an iconic continuum, as its 
treasures persevere through the passage of time.
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much thought into becoming an artist myself, yet I was learning how to discover the quiet unseen, the different,  
the unusual. 

We were on a constant treasure hunt for a piece of the past. A simple right turn down an unknown dirt road was like 
going to the moon. We were uncovering moments in time and space that had been forgotten, and each new moment 
brought a new story and a new memory. Little did I know that my life as an artist had begun that summer.

Fast forward to the late fall of 2020: After months of watching our City Different lie dormant, as though it had  
become a modern-day ghost town, I decided to turn back to the place that I grew to love as a boy. Santa Fe was  
a city ripe for exploration. I gave myself a key to the city during a time of sheer quiet and isolation. A town in 
quarantine. A city asleep.

Before I knew it, I had a camera in my hand again and I was reliving my childhood. And each week, for a period of 
three months, I’d hop into my pickup and I’d begin to wander. 

My first day capturing photography around town was a magical one. I spent a late afternoon on De Vargas Street, at 
the Oldest House and Oldest Church. I then moved to Old Santa Fe Trail, then over to the East Side, up Camino Del 
Monte Sol, down to Acequia Madre. 

I began wandering up Cerrillos Road, which held other precious memories of my earliest visits with Isa. During those 
early treks across America in the 1950s and 60s, my parents would stay in the local motels along route 66. Santa Fe 
has a few motels still standing from that era. However, most have been turned into short term rentals, with some  
now abandoned.

I look back and forward at a city both impacted, yet unstained through the passage of time. Its enchantment still 
resonates with me as I’ve uncovered corners long forgotten, yet still in possession of its own glimmer. A city that 
may have been sleeping is always ready to awaken once again. This city is an old friend whose magic continues to 
reverberate in all that has been left behind and remains a destination who has touched the lives and souls of all who 
have sought its unencumbered beauty.

before and beckons us to look again. Instead of the self-conscious and the cliché that so often misrepresent  
Santa Fe, he taps the sweet spots between old and new—the nuanced spaces where our differences and our 
connections shine through. 

In Seeing the City Different, Barnett finds grace amid the pandemic. For him, these images are a celebration and  
a thanksgiving. For us, they are a reawakening, a quiet reminder that, even in the tumult of history, Santa Fe endures.  

Ivan Barnett, April, 2021



Q&A



While preparing to open Seeing the City Different, Barnett took a moment to answer questions  
about his latest exhibition.

What is your inspiration behind Seeing the City Different?
My images, many historical, are rather like mini sound bites of a bygone time, a nostalgic time. It represents the 
Santa Fe that in many ways I wish would return. It illustrates a quieter town. A time when the Palace Grocery was 
new, when “Dave of Dave’s” was still here, when Alameda was still a dirt road and Hansen’s Lumber was considered 
quite a “trek” from downtown.

With that said, a couple of my images were taken of the Convention Center, which is a very new building! However, this 
is where I approached abstract shadows and textures, not any different than I would when shooting the Oldest House.

What was your initial approach when searching Santa Fe for those moments on camera, was it primarily wrapped 
in the city’s history?
My approach to the images I captured are not historical but rather viceral... My father was an historical illustrator, 
so I learned the deep pleasure of research at a young age. However, the artist in me, when capturing these Santa 
Fe images, was also attempting to dive deep into the abstract beauty of our city. Yet, between the historical and 
abstract, my images seem to dance back and forth.

Did any discovery compel you more than another? What were some of your most favorite findings during  
this experience?
The people I found in murals were one of the biggest treats during this process. Their spirits were my friends as  
I wandered, and were on my shoulders as I walked through town.

It is almost as though I was given the keys to a city that was asleep for these many months, and had been allowed  
to wander and explore! 

How has this experience influenced your view of Santa Fe, was it as if traveling through time?
My experience revealed a kind of ghost town. That got me thinking about how the pandemic gave us an entre to a 
different city...

This city has resonated with me my entire life, for many reasons. In the early 1950s, when I was five years old visiting 
Santa Fe, the City was already discovered, yet only 40 years prior, I believe we were still barely established as part of 
the Union. Those experiences followed me through 1992 when I came back out here to make a home, and past 1999, 
when Allison and I established Patina Gallery. 

When I think of Patina as the place of “Soul-Stirring Works”, and where we often say, “Patina equals Beauty over 
Time”. I believe in many ways that’s what I had discovered in Santa Fe.



What was your greatest takeaway during the process, to creating and curating this collection of works?
This project began as simply gathering images, but it has now grown into a weekly obsession. It’s been a marvelous 
journey and process. 

My goal with this exhibition is to remind the viewer that our 400-year-old City Different is a deeply unique place, with 
remnants of its former self that are still here for all of us to enjoy. Through these images, I also hope to encourage  
us all to perhaps take a pause to appreciate it as we all begin to resurface in 2021.
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